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‘Thank you’ are two words we never tire of saying. It feels as if we say them every day, and
that’s something worth celebrating. We have an incredible community here in Tauranga and
the Western Bay of Plenty, and we owe a lot of people a lot of thanks. We hope this report
highlights the immense amount of gratitude we have for those who support us because, at
the end of the day, we wouldn’t be here without them. Our care isn’t possible without you. 

In the 2021 – 2022 financial year, many of our discussions revolved around the
unprecedented challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic. Within this report, we reflect 
on the demanding 12-month period that followed. Marked by the resurgence of Covid-19
within our community, lingering effects from the previous year, a mounting cost-of-living
crisis, economic downturns, and more, the 2022 – 2023 fiscal year brought with it further
disruption. Despite these obstacles, there is ample cause for celebration in the remarkable
accomplishments we achieved thanks to the constant support of our community.

Throughout this tumultuous time, our commitment to delivering exceptional care to our
patients, their families, and our beloved whānau remained unwavering. The solidarity
exhibited by our team, ranging from our dedicated staff to our ever-supportive community
and volunteers, once again showcased our resilience and the importance of working
together. The trials we encountered only served to highlight the exceptional strength and
dedication of our people as we navigated these extraordinary times together.

So, as we said last year, as we say today, and as we will say tomorrow, thank you. 

Thank you
We want to start our report with two words. Thank you.
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Vanessa Hamm
Waipuna Hospice Chair

Richard Thurlow
Waipuna Hospice CEO



Mission Values

Waipuna Hospice has sustainable relationships with key stakeholders across our
region, including Te Whatu Ora Health NZ, local businesses, health providers, iwi,
and our communities. We deliver care in partnership with a patient's primary
healthcare team and alongside any other specialist teams involved.

PARTNERS

SERVICES
Waipuna Hospice provides specialist palliative care for patients living with a life-
limiting illness, and support services for them and their families and whānau. Our
geographical area covers Waihi Beach to Paengaroa. Waipuna Hospice care is
effective, equitable, valued, and accessible to all people in Tauranga and the
Western Bay of Plenty regardless of age, gender, diagnosis, or ethnicity. 

PEOPLE
Waipuna Hospice attracts, develops, and retains a high performing and engaged
interdisciplinary team of staff and volunteers.

FINANCES
Waipuna Hospice demonstrates strong financial stewardship while providing
for the future needs of our community.

DIVERSE COMMUNITY
Waipuna Hospice reflects the diversity of our communities in every aspect
of our business.
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Waipuna HospiceYour

Vision
Community
Advocacy
Respect
Empathy
Quality

To provide the best
possible specialist
hospice palliative

care, enhancing the
quality of life for

those facing end of
life and bereavement

High quality
end of life care

for all



Waipuna Hospice's compassionate nurses
became a constant presence, providing
invaluable support. Their care extended beyond
the physical, giving emotional guidance to our
entire family, and preparing us for the
challenging journey of loss that lay ahead.

LISA FOWLER
Daughter of Waipuna Hospice patient 
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Chair’s Report - Vanessa Hamm
THANK YOU AND FAREWELL

As I come to the end of my three-year
term, I reflect on what has been a
challenging period. 

Glenda Hutchison, who has served on
the Board for 4 years. 
David McClatchy, who has served on
the Board for the last 3-year term.

stores, fundraising, grants, donations, and
bequests. Ongoing support from the
community including our strong volunteer
base and the Waipuna Hospice Foundation
is essential.

I am stepping down from the Board, and
we also say farewell and thank you to two
other board members who contributed
strong financial acumen and governance
experience to the Board:

Thank you to all our supporters. 

Mā te wā. 

VANESSA HAMM
Chair
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We have navigated 
COVID-19, an economic
downturn, and a rising cost
of living, with small
challenges along the way
such as severe weather
events. It is a credit to the
staff at Waipuna Hospice
that we have continued to
deliver quality palliative
care services. 

We continue to receive excellent
feedback about the services delivered
by our people.

From a governance perspective, the
question of making ends meet is an
ever-present concern. Government
funding only accounts for
approximately half the cost of
delivering our services, with the
remainder made up through our retail 
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CEO Report - Richard Thurlow

NAVIGATING OUR NEW NORMAL 

Waipuna Hospice has found the
transition from “covid” times to the new
normal quite challenging – our
progression to a version of ‘business
as usual’ against a backdrop of
healthcare shortages (staffing and
funding) and healthcare reorganisation
and restructure has contributed to a
highly uncertain period in our history.

sustainable and equitable funding
model for hospices in New Zealand.
This model, designed to ensure
equitable access to hospice care for all
New Zealanders regardless of their
location, will be determined in
partnership with Te Whatu Ora. We
are desperate for this work to be
completed as soon as possible as we
have moved into an era of higher costs
and constrained fundraising with the
cost of living and inflation being higher
than we have experienced for some
time. Funding remains inequitable
across the country for specialist
hospice services.

You will see from this report that
Waipuna Hospice services have a
wide-ranging impact on our community
– a community that also hugely
supports us in our mission and vision.
 
I finish by saying thank you.

To my Board Chair Vanessa Hamm –
thank you for your hard work. 
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The team has had to be
incredibly flexible in their
approach to their work –
going above and beyond
what our contract with Te
Whatu Ora states to ensure
that any gaps in service
across the health sector
have minimal impact on
our patients and their
families.

During this last year we have had to be
patient with our commissioners (Te
Whatu Ora) and with Hospice NZ as
they work to design and determine a  



To departing Board members David
McClatchy and Glenda Hutchison–
thank you for your financial and
governance oversight.

To my whole Board – thank you for
hanging in there during this uncertain
time.

To my Senior Leadership Team – such
important work this year to be ready
for changes to come.

To our team across the whole
organisation – your dedication and
hard work is very hard to beat! 

To our volunteers and supporters –
thank you from the bottom of my heart,
your generosity and sacrifice of time
and expertise is humbling.

He waka eke noa – A canoe which
we are all in with no exceptions –
meaning we are all in this
together.

RICHARD THURLOW
CEO
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To our community – thank
you for your support. Put
simply, without you,
Waipuna Hospice would
not exist.



Losing the leader in the family is a
dreadful loss. This is someone who tries
their hardest to make everything okay for
everyone, and when they are gone, they
leave behind a hole impossible to fill. Life
will never be the same for the Coppen
family after they lost the joyful, big –
persona, family leader, Chris.

We all know someone who is larger than
life, who goes through life with
determination to help others. Someone
who loves hard and holds those nearest
to them close to their heart. These
people are often the magnets in families,
bringing everyone together and ensuring
everyone feels welcome and loved.

Chris was one of those people, and his
loss is felt by so many, but most strongly
by his family. Family gatherings will be
noticeably empty without the joyful, strong
presence of Chris. Chris was a loving
husband to Robin of 46 years, a caring
and proud dad to his three girls, and an
irreplaceable grandad to nine
grandchildren. For them, the thought of
getting together as a family without him
brings overwhelming sadness and grief. 

Chris' daughter Becky expresses, “After
being referred to Waipuna Hospice, I
realised how incredible their wrap-around
support is." 

Impact Story - Chris Coppen

LOSING THE LEADER OF THE FAMILY

YOUR IMPACT IN ACTION
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"I was overwhelmed by how wonderful
they were and often found myself
thinking – gosh, these people are truly
amazing.” Holding back tears, Becky
shared their journey. “Everything began
to fall apart when we found out Dad was
diagnosed with aggressive systemic
macrocytosis with associated
hematologic neoplasm (SM-AHM). We
were told this is an exceedingly rare
disease - there were only three active
cases in New Zealand.
 
“It was very scary because we were
dealing with something specialists had
very little direct experience with."

Becky explains how Waipuna Hospice’s
support helped her and her family.
“What’s helped me most with hospice
care was that I have been able to talk
about this huge loss and am able to be
open about my emotions. They just let
me sit and cry. The great comfort is
knowing we can talk to someone
professional if we need to. 

“Waipuna Hospice enabled us to have
Dad at home in his final days, which
was amazing as that’s where he wanted
to be,” says Becky with a smile, as she
reflects on hospice care. “They provided
equipment and daily nurse visits.

They taught us how to shower Dad and
how to use the syringe drivers, and were
always available on the phone. The
education was a big component of our care
– they helped calm our nerves and give us
the confidence to support Dad at home.”

After 46 years together, Robin now faces
life without her best friend. She says she
never spent much time apart from Chris in
those wonderfully happy 46 years, so the
idea of not having him by her side as she
goes through life is an incredibly difficult
one to face. “Hospice services were
wonderful. They did not take over - they
were just there, answering all our
questions. They were sympathetic without
being overbearing. I also didn’t realise
what was available to us. 

“The services are not only for the dying
person but for the whole family, not just the
spouse but for the children. I don’t think
people know hospice is available to anyone
at any time. Chris loved those wonderful
nurses! The care he had was so amazing.
You need someone like that in a time like
this. 

“For me, the hardest time is going to be at
night and weekends when everyone is
busy. It is such peace of mind knowing I
can call hospice anytime I need to."

1 1



Clinical Services Report - Selina Robinson

PALLIATIVE CARE WITH HEART

patients were admitted into our
IPU last year. 

1 7 3

1 2

Here in the clinical services team, we
are serious about life and death
matters. Our team members tirelessly
bring specialist knowledge and skills to
our patients and whānau/families.
Every day our teams push boundaries
to make a positive difference. That can
be as small as a gentle touch or tone,
or as big as finding new ways to
reduce pain and anxiety or bring joy to
patients and families. This attitude
epitomises the dedication, passion and
optimism seen here at Waipuna. 

We have a clinical plan to streamline
structures, optimise roles, and gain
efficiencies which will enable us to
better meet the strategic goals of the
organisation. One outcome of this is
our increased community engagement
work with local health providers. Our
community teams work alongside GPs,
District Nursing, Aged Residential
Care, and training providers (students;
medical, nursing, paramedics, social
workers etc.). This work supports more
collaboration and understanding of
each other’s services and how we can
best engage with each other.

While we have budgets to work within
it is a constant challenge to provide
adequate base staffing to meet the
ever-increasing patient referrals and
complex needs. Often the quality
improvement measures are funded by
community donations, grants, and our
wonderful shops. 

This year despite the challenges of
evacuating our Waipuna site twice and
the COVID-19 semi-lockdowns with
remote working implications the team
have many achievements to be proud
of. These include regularly attending
specialist palliative care education
sessions, researching symptom
management, growing relationships
with other health providers, attending
specialist conferences, hosting
students from many disciplines,
collaborating and supporting other 



syringe drivers were supplied
to patients in our community.

2 6 6

1 3

contacts to support
grieving families.

3 0 0 0
More than

*

*phone calls, telehealth and in person 

hospices, and developing and
presenting specialist palliative care
education.

Community support plays a crucial role
in supporting Waipuna Hospice's
mission. Recently, a generous grant
allowed us to install a hoist system in
several patient rooms. Our staff
describe these hoists as the ‘Rolls
Royce’ in quality, providing smooth,
safe, and secure patient transfers.
This addition enhances the dignity and
reassurance experienced by our
patients.

Every week, we receive delightful
deliveries of fresh vegetables and
flowers. Our Nurses, Social Workers,
and Counsellors personally deliver
these gifts to patients and their
families during their visits. These
donations bring unexpected moments
of kindness and joy to our patients and
their families.

Thanks to another generous grant, we
were able to acquire two Virtual
Reality headsets. These devices have
proven highly effective in reducing
pain and anxiety while bringing joy to
both our patients and their families. An
additional benefit was the excitement
and joy expressed by our Family
Support Team Manager and one of our
Clinical Nurse Specialists as 

they witnessed remarkable outcomes
within a short timeframe, all without
the need for medical intervention.
The generosity of our community
doesn't stop there. One day, our
Occupational Therapist and Physical
Therapist were offered one hundred
foam cushions to literally support our
work, a gesture greatly appreciated
and valuable to our work.

On another occasion, crochet blankets
were generously donated, and after
consulting with our Interdisciplinary
Team (IDT) members, we identified
patients and homes where these
special gifts could provide comfort and
warmth.

We are proud to share that these
blankets have been a source of
comfort to family members receiving
counselling. This initiative, led by one
of our senior counsellors, has 
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visits to patient homes were made
by our equipment delivery team.
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enhanced therapy in a pragmatic way
by providing comfort, grounding,
warmth, and kindness.

Recently, we secured funding to
purchase several tilt-away beds,
allowing family members to stay close
to their loved ones throughout the
night, offering the love and attention
that only special people can provide.

Lastly, grants play a pivotal role in
bridging budget shortfalls, particularly
in supporting specialist staff roles such
as Nurse Practitioners, Clinical Nurse
Specialists, Managers, and more. While
this may be uncommon for many health
organisations, in the Non-Profit sector,
it's a critical means by which we can
continue to provide specialised
palliative care services.

By no means have we reached our
destination of being the best possible
specialist palliative care service. We
have more we want to develop. We’ll be 

striving to get our base staffing more
robust to meet the community needs. 

We will be strengthening our co-design
approach with key partners e.g., Iwi,
hapu, pacific Islands, LGBQTI+
(reflecting the community make-up).
This will help us work towards
addressing the health inequities in NZ. 

We will continue to embed and grow
knowledge and skills around specialist
care, this includes non-medicalised
approaches e.g., singing, laughing,
reflection and appreciation. We will
strengthen families' and carers’
resilience through providing specialist 



SELINA ROBINSON
Director of Clinical Services
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education sessions. We will continue
to support and develop our clinical
staff to grow their specialist palliative
knowledge and expertise, and more.

The clinical team are ever mindful that
without strong community support we
would not be able to provide specialist
palliative care to the degree we do. I
want to take this opportunity to give a
big shout of thanks and appreciation to 

one and all who support Waipuna
Hospice to deliver the care in life and
death! 

people are in our care at 
any one time. 5 - 1 0 3

In the last year, we cared for
patients between the 
ages of

2 2 0 - 2 5 0
*

*Paediatric palliative care is carried out in partnership with
the Starship Hospital Paediatric Palliative Care Team.  



A terminal diagnosis triggers difficult
emotions for both the patient and their
whānau. For those who live far from
family, an instant sense of loneliness
and helplessness is unavoidable. This
became Lucy and Richard's raw reality. 

We never know when we'll face a
terminal diagnosis. Often, we are not
prepared. Emotional support is an
important part of hospice, providing
comfort and care. Having moved from
the UK two decades ago, the Ives met
the difficult news alone, with family far
away. Lucy says Waipuna Hospice
wasn't only a healthcare provider, but a
critical support network similar to
family. “He died in peace. We felt very
fortunate about the way we were
looked after. It was amazing. If he had
to finish his days quicker, what better
place than here?" 

Lucy and Richard had 50 wonderful years
of marriage, raising very loved children.
After a lifetime together, Lucy now faces
life alone. 

“We'd been pressing medical staff to find
out what was wrong with Richard for quite
some time - to get a terminal diagnosis
quickly was a shock.” With no viable
treatment, Richard was transferred to
hospice care. Mentioning hospice caused
panic but this eased instantly. “We’d only
been home from hospital a few hours and
the nurse came to visit - that was heart-
warming. Particularly as we were
concerned" about Richard struggling with
drug side effects. Following overwhelming
confusion with the health system saying
varying things, the nurse made
appointments straight away. “Straight-
talking Doctor Drummond was very
concise, and the nurses were really 

Impact Story - Lucy Ives

FACING LOSS ALONE
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YOUR IMPACT IN ACTION
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helpful. It's just so, so much easier -
these people understand where you
are coming from so we felt a lot
better.” 

Death is inevitable, yet we think
there’ll be another tomorrow. “I
expected Richard to be angry and
bitter, possibly putting the blame on
someone. But being in the Waipuna
Hospice atmosphere, he said ‘Okay, I
accept it and see what’s happening’.
Everything was explained to us so
well. We get it - death is imminent, but
it's not going to be that bad because
we’re cared for here.” Lucy says their
extremely difficult journey felt bearable
thanks to Waipuna. 

While Christmas is usually filled with
joy, Richard’s deteriorating condition
meant this year was going to be very
different. Hospice carefully explained
services and options then delivered
them swiftly. “We were absolutely
blown over by the care from so many
different people. It was wonderful.” For
the first time in Richard’s end-of-life
journey, we felt ‘listened to’. There
was a lot of pressure elsewhere – we
jumped around the health system, but
“came here and thought, oh,
somebody’s looking out for us now.” 

When Richard came into the In-Patient Unit,
he "felt he was respected, and we have a
huge amount of respect for all you do. As it
turned out, he didn't go home. I was only
here for five nights, but I cannot believe the
amount of care we were given. Staff were
just so easy to talk to, understanding and
supportive. He thought he'd won the lottery
when they showed him his room. The three
meals a day were fantastic.” Physical care
was crucial, yet “almost secondary. Mental
support was most valuable for the entire
family.” 
 
Maintaining control was important to
Richard. "It's so much easier here as you
get a chance to have your say in decision-
making  – it feels like you are in control. You
have a full understanding of what's
happening. Our eldest son was absolutely
blown away, which is why after the funeral,
there was no other logical thing than for
people to donate to Waipuna Hospice in lieu
of flowers. I've always been happy to
support Waipuna Hospice because we know
it's close to Richard’s heart and you never
know when you might need them." 

After 50 years being by Richard's side, Lucy
faces the heart-breaking reality of life alone.
"I'm not as frightened about what's ahead
because I know I can pick up the phone"
and speak to a counsellor. "I'm glad I’ve got
all this support. Sometimes it is good to
speak to somebody else. You don't always
want to speak to friends and family, and feel
like a burden.” 

We never know how long we get. Our last
days will no doubt be difficult - how we cope
can depend on the support around us. Lucy
says when facing the unknown, “don't be
frightened - embrace it. It’s a fearful thing to
stare death in the face. Coming to Waipuna
Hospice took that fear away.”
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Marketing & Fundraising Report - Sasima Pearce

YOUR SUPPORT, YOUR IMPACT

Our community is the reason Waipuna
Hospice is here today. With you
standing alongside us and supporting
us in many ways, you’ve helped us to
extend our compassionate care to
those in need of end-of-life support
and ensured we can be there for those
who need us in the future.

ENABLING CARE EVERY DAY.

Charitable trusts and foundations were
crucial in helping us meet the
challenging funding shortfalls we face.
The generous grant donations totalling
$526,246 received in the past year
have been instrumental in facilitating
community and inpatient care, spiritual
and social support, educational
initiatives, and the procurement of
essential provisions for our patients
and their families.

Organising events amid the challenges
posed by the post-pandemic was not
easy, but once again our community
showed us their commitment to
supporting Waipuna Hospice as
participants, donors, volunteers, or by
running events themselves. 

Our highlights from the year include our
Superhero event which saw an increased
number of participants and $22,558 in
donations. Shorts for Hospice – Dare to
Bare raised over $10,000 this year, and
community collections, groups, and third-
party events contributed $67,139 to
support the work of Waipuna Hospice.
We were encouraged to see the return of
third-party events that helped fundraise
and reaffirm our community's collective
commitment to ensuring the availability
of hospice care.

Despite the continued
economic challenges, our
team went to great lengths to
secure ongoing support.
During the festive season, our
Remembrance Tree appeal
saw robust growth, raising
over $80,000. Thanks to
Farmers for their significant
contribution, helping us
achieve the highest-ever
financial donation total for
this appeal.
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Trusts & Grants
35.7%

Individual Donations
24%

Organisation Donations
13.9%

Campaigns & Appeals
10.4%

In Memoriam
8.7%

Community Fundraising
5.1%

Events & Sales
2.2%

Community
Fundraising

5.1%

Toward the end of the previous year,
we initiated the Waipuna Hospice
GEMs Regular Giving, which has seen
remarkable growth in its six-month
existence. These donors are an
incredible bunch of people who choose
to donate monthly. Your generosity
means so much, especially in a year
marked by adversity. 

BECAUSE YOU CARE, WE CAN. 

Our marketing and communication
team has been working hard in
advocating for the invaluable work and
services we provide to the community.
Hospice Awareness Week provided an
opportunity to raise our profile,
celebrate the vital services hospice
provides in our local communities, and 

Fundraising Income Summary 
excl. Bequest Donations

address misconceptions surrounding
hospice care. This year featured
hospice patients and their families
sharing their emotional journeys with
the hope of encouraging others to seek
and reach out to hospice for support
when they need it.

The team has also executed highly
successful marketing campaigns in
support of our charity shops, resulting in
a 63% increase in donated items.

Every day the dedicated staff and
volunteers of Waipuna Hospice assist
individuals in completing the final
chapter of their lives. Through our
quarterly newsletter, Waipuna
Connections, our marketing team has
brought their stories to life.
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Trust & Grants
35.7%

received in bequest
donations/gifts in wills.$ 1 . 0 6 m*

*Additional bequests have been donated to the Waipuna Hospice Foundation.



Thank you to trust and grant providers KD Kirkby Charitable Trust, We
Care Community Trust, Lottery Grants Board, DMS Progrowers

Charitable Trust, Pub Charity, Omokoroa Centre Trust, Four Winds
Foundation, MacKay Strathnaver Trust, Valder Ohinemuri Charitable
Trust, Grassroots Trust, The Lion Foundation, Matrix, BOP Legacy

Fund, NZCT, and TECT.

total operating costs

$ 1 3 . 3 m

Te Whatu
Ora Health
NZ Funding

3 7 . 6 %
We need
to raise

$ 8 . 3 m
to meet the
shortfall.

raised thanks to
our community

$ 2 . 9 m*

*Gross. Excludes retail income. Additional
donations have been made to the Waipuna
Hospice Foundation. 

SASIMA PEARCE
Director of Marketing & Fundraising

Matrix
Christian

Charitable
Trust 
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This newsletter not only serves as a
tool for keeping our community
informed, but also as a platform to
share heartfelt stories of our patients,
families, staff, and volunteers in an
informative and insightful way. This
endeavour has not only generated
much-needed funds but has
enhanced public understanding of the
breadth and value of hospice care.

We want to extend our profound and
heartfelt gratitude to all who have
fundraised, donated, collected and
supported us over the past year. Your
unwavering dedication and support
have made a lasting impact. Your
care empowers us to continue our
mission.

Includes retail.
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My name is Lisa. Waipuna Hospice
has touched my life in ways I can’t
even begin to express. In 2008, my life
forever changed when my family
received the devastating news my Dad
had terminal bowel cancer. His
condition was already in the late
stages, and doctors informed us there
was nothing they could do to prolong
his life. He was referred to palliative
care immediately. The realisation
struck me hard. My upcoming birthday
would be the last one with Dad. 

During this difficult period, Waipuna
Hospice stepped into our lives as a
beacon of light. Their compassionate
nurses became a constant presence,
providing invaluable support managing 

Dad's condition, and ensuring he was as
comfortable as possible. Their care
extended beyond the physical, giving
emotional guidance to our entire family,
and preparing us for the challenging
journey of loss that lay ahead.

I had heard of hospice but I didn’t really
know what it was. I just thought it was a
place where people went to die. I soon
came to realise it was much more than
that. Dad had a real phobia of hospitals
and while hospice isn't a hospital, he
still had that association. He wanted to
be at home where he was comfortable,
surrounded by family. Waipuna
Hospice's incredible team made that
possible. They helped us understand
Dad's condition, what to expect as the 

Lisa Fowler's Letter of Appreciation
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As Dad's health declined, we cherished
the opportunity to fulfill his dream of
renewing his wedding vows with my step-
mum. Despite challenges, we managed to
organise a family ceremony on Father's
Day. It was a bittersweet occasion, as
Dad's strength waned, but the love and
presence of extended family, and the
support of Waipuna Hospice, made it an
unforgettable and meaningful event. 

Dad passed away just three weeks after
his diagnosis. It was heartbreaking. We
were hoping for more time. I wrote on his
casket ‘Loving you is easy. I do it every
day. Missing you is a heartache that never
goes away.’ These words, etched with
profound love and grief, encapsulated the
depths of emotions we experienced during
that difficult time. They serve as a
constant reminder of the void left by Dad's
death and the enduring love we continue
to hold in our hearts. 

The care and support Waipuna Hospice
gave Dad and our entire family touched
my heart deeply. Following Dad's passing,
I felt compelled to give back and honour
his memory by volunteering in Waipuna
Hospice's kitchen. This turned into a part-
time role, allowing me to support other
families during their challenging journeys.
I know how important Waipuna Hospice is
to families who need them, and I feel
privileged to be able to help. 

end got closer, how to improve Dad's
comfort, and to look after each other.
This was really important, especially
afterward. We thought once Dad was
gone, that was it - hospice was
gone, and we’d be on our own. That
wasn't the case at all. Support
continued after Dad passed, and you
could tell they truly cared for us. His
nurse even came to his funeral. We
weren’t just another family. We were
more than a ‘job’. 

As Dad's diagnosis sank in, I found
the term 'palliative care' both scary
and confronting. I'm not a spiritual
person, but suddenly, I found myself
bargaining with whoever or whatever
was out there. I remember saying
‘Please find something that can help
him’ and ‘If you can cure him, then
I'll do this,’ and even ‘Take me and
leave him’. Grief and denial engulfed
me, making it incredibly challenging
to come to terms with the impending
loss of Dad. Waipuna Hospice's
guidance was invaluable during this
emotional journey. Their presence
was a much-needed lifeline when
things were too much. Knowing we
could reach out to them 24/7 and
talk to someone who truly
understood what we were going
through provided immense comfort
during dark days.
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$ 1 7 . 1 6
A V E R A G E  T R A N S A C T I O N

V A L U E

2 9 1 , 5 7 3
T O T A L  T R A N S A C T I O N S

Retail Report - Jace Dowman

ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH UNITY

In the dynamic world of retail, success
isn't merely measured in financial
figures, but also in the lives touched,
relationships forged, and the positive
influence left behind. The past
financial year marked an extraordinary
journey for our retail team, as we not
only achieved our budget targets but
also left an indelible mark on various
fronts.
 
First and foremost, our team's
unwavering dedication and strategic
approach paved the way for the
achievement of our budget goals.
Through meticulous planning,
streamlined operations, and a
customer-centric focus, we were able
to surpass our financial targets. This
accomplishment speaks volumes
about our team's exceptional
commitment and synergy within our
ranks.

Beyond the numbers, our team's
positive impact rippled throughout the
organisation and beyond. By fostering
a culture of innovation and
adaptability, we not only weathered the
challenges posed by the ever-

evolving retail landscape but thrived in
them. Introducing collaborative ideas,
enhancing customer experiences, and
embracing digital avenues for
engagement, we demonstrated how
embracing change can lead to
unparalleled growth.

We achieved our targets, but our true
success lay in the positive impact we
had on team building and cultivating a
culture of purpose. Central to our
accomplishments was the spirit of
unity that defined our team. We didn’t
just work alongside each other; we 

raised by our 
six shops.

$ 5 . 1 m *

*gross
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collaborated, supported, and inspired
one another. This unity formed the
bedrock of our success, allowing us
to not only meet our financial goals
but also cultivate a unique team
culture that resonated within and
beyond our store walls. 

The invaluable contributions of
volunteers are a cornerstone of our
success. Their selfless dedication
and tireless efforts exemplify the
spirit of unity that we hold dear. Our
volunteers bring fresh perspectives
and boundless enthusiasm. Their
willingness to give their time and
energy has deeply resonated with us,
underscoring the strength that
collaboration and mutual support can
bring. We express our heartfelt
appreciation to each volunteer who
collectively contributed 57,710 hours
to retail. Their remarkable impact will
forever be a source of inspiration as
we continue to strive for excellence. 

As we reflect upon the past year's
accomplishments, we do so with

JACE DOWMAN
General Manager of Retail 

Clothing
36.5%

Bric-a-Brac
24.9%

Furniture
15.8%

Books
8.3%

Linen
5.3%

Electrical
4.2%

Donation Pick Ups Sales

immense pride, knowing that our
journey has a Kaupapa of positive
transformation and our pathway to an
inspired future. 

Retail Sales By Category

Garden
5.1%
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When you're ill and dying, a lot of
things are taken away from you,
however, Waipuna Hospice gives
ownership over decisions.
Annamaria's sister passed away in an
environment full of support and
dignity.     

Annamaria reflects on seeing Waipuna
Hospice care for her sister. “My sister
was diagnosed with terminal cancer
and the doctor arranged hospice care.
A nurse came to see my sister and
they discussed the care plan,
arranging for a counsellor. It was
amazing because at all times the
patient was choosing. 

They were quietly supportive without
taking over – continually asking ‘is it okay
if we do this? Would you like this?’ My
sister thought it was wonderful.” 

When the time came for respite care in
Waipuna Hospice’s In-Patient Unit (IPU),
“I went in with my sister and was
impressed at how everyone was so
understanding, compassionate and caring.
Little things I noticed were amazing during
the stay - things like the call bell being
answered quickly really impressed my
sister and I.”

While a five-day IPU stay was planned,
symptoms deteriorated quickly and this

Impact Story - Annamaria

DYING WITH DIGNITY
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supporting families by meeting each
person’s physical, emotional, social and
spiritual needs. “I was blown away by the
caring support given to me as a support
for my sister. One day, I was sitting in the
lounge. Suddenly, a lady appeared beside
me, and I saw she had a counsellor
badge on. She said, ‘How you are
today?’. I started crying and could not
stop. She was so caring and supportive. It
felt like wraparound care for me as a
support person – it was amazing.” 
When Annamaria’s sister died, the
counsellor sent a text offering instant
support, and nurses showed genuine
compassion and care. “There must have
been a lot of other patients, but I never
felt like I was one of many."

Annamaria said hospice enables a real
connection with your loved one in their
final moments – easing the difficulty of
grief. Five years ago, "one of my precious
close friends was diagnosed with terminal
cancer and I offered to sleep at the
hospice. They set up a La-Z-Boy for me
so I would go in at night and cover a
couple of nights before she passed.”

Annamaria says being told someone is
terminal comes with grief, sadness, and a
really intense sense of denial. “I would
encourage anyone to trust hospice - it
took the fear away. Waipuna Hospice is
there to support you but not take over.
They are there to care for you and your
loved one – always to respect your dignity
and give you choices. And as a support
person, I really felt that wraparound love,
because I wasn’t just sitting on the
outside – they were including me. We’re
all going to die - you may lose control of
some things in your life, but you can trust
the people who are going to look after
you will give you ownership right to the
end.”

extended a few days. Everyday, the
doctor “talked with, not at, my sister and
she really valued that,because her
dignity and pride were very important to
her. That was definitely acknowledged
and respected.”

“It really impressed me that the doctors
would talk to my sister about what was
working, what wasn’t working, what
could work better. And then gave her
the decision. Did she want to go ahead
with that change? After the doctor left
one time, we looked at each other and
she said, ‘Wow, I've got so much
information to think about.’ That was
wonderful because she felt she was in
control.” 

Annamaria’s experience demonstrates 
Waipuna Hospice's values. Dignity is
subjective - each patient is unique in
their requirements depending on age,
culture and religion. Our team maintains
patient dignity by emphasising the
person, rather than the disease. We
focus on comfort, quality of life and
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Volunteer Report - Shelley Atkinson

SELFLESS ACTS FROM GENEROUS PEOPLE

The generosity of our volunteers
continues to play a vital role at
Waipuna Hospice. Their contribution to
the daily operational activities,
sourcing of funding through fundraising
events, our shops/depots and direct
patient support is invaluable. 

With increasing patient needs and
complexities, upskilling our volunteers
to ensure their knowledge, boundaries,
record keeping, and safety is covered
has become a strong focus. The
willingness of our volunteers to do
what is needed is both humbling and
noble.

Another priority has been assisting our
clinical team with new volunteer roles
to relieve staff pressures and dedicate
additional focus to the wellness of our
patients. A new volunteer role has
been created to provide
companionship to the patients who
stay in our inpatient unit for either
respite or symptom management. This
allows our nursing and health care
assistant staff to focus their attention
to those who are in their final hours or
need more care. This initiative has

been well received by our staff, patients,
and their families. 

Our bereavement services have also
benefited from a newly created volunteer
role, making follow-up calls and
connecting with families who have 

6 4 , 2 0 6
V O L U N T E E R  H O U R S

8 6 0
V O L U N T E E R S

worth of time
donated by our
volunteers.

$ 1 . 4 6 m*

*based on miniumum wage
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biographies at no charge to the
patient/whānau. We also received a kind
donation of Waipuna Hospice branded
memory sticks to support this initiative. 

SHELLEY ATKINSON
Volunteer Services Manager 

recently lost a loved one. In partnership
with our counsellors, trained volunteers
continue facilitating a weekly
bereavement support group and
administration tasks. 

Over the past year, we have seen a
decline in the applications of retail
volunteers. We have also seen many of
our long-standing volunteers resign due
to their own health problems, assisting
with the childcare of grandchildren or
finding paid employment. 

This has led to more resources being
allocated to recruitment drives and
community engagement. With a
restructuring in the Volunteer team, we
have a newly appointed role to recruit,
engage, and support our retail
volunteers. This new structure is
already having an impact and we are
excited about what the future holds. 

This year we were fortunate to receive
a donation towards our Volunteer
Biography Service. This donation
allowed us to purchase our own thermal
binder machine and supplies to
produce high-quality patient 

Now, our patient’s lives are
captured through these
incredible legacy books and
saved digitally for families
to share their stories and
moments forever. 
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Overall, the willingness and dedication of
our active volunteers remains compelling
and admirable. Through selfless acts of
kindness, our volunteers show
compassion to others, who to them are
complete strangers in our community, in
need of help.
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Palliative Care, Operations, & Admin Volunteer Hours
Excludes retail volunteer hours.

Palliative Care, Operations, and Admin Volunteer Hours By Month 
Excludes Retail data.

volunteer hours contributed by
our retail volunteers.5 7 , 7 1 0



He aha te mea nui o te ao? 
He tangata! He tangata! He tangata! 

What is the most important thing in the world? 
It is people! It is people! It is people! 
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We couldn’t provide the services we do without the amazing team we have. The
last 12 months have seen a steady trend of continued recruitment of new team
members. Employing great team members enables us to carry out our services to
a high standard. We now have a team of 160 paid staff working within our
clinical, retail, and support teams. Additional to this we have a team of over 800
volunteers, who generously donate their time and efforts to support us. 

Mai i te Kōpae ki te Urupa, tātou ako tonu ai 
From the cradle to the grave, we are forever learning.

We have continued to invest in our team, with training and development, and
have had some wins with additional funding to support pay parity settlements.
This enables us to pay our team what they are worth. Our mandatory training
program has been strengthened, with a focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion.

We have a great team with a great culture, and this enables us as specialist
palliative care providers to ensure our services are carried out to the highest
standards. 
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Providing care and culturally appropriate services to our marginalised and ethnically
rich communities. 
Work teams focussing on their common issues or concerns via healthy
conversations.
Ensuring quality and policy reviews, audit findings, and corrective actions are
resolved and rectified promptly. 
Training in de-escalation, unconscious bias, and situational safety is a priority for
the retail sector.

Regular improvement activities, quality reviews, and a robust audit schedule ensures
Waipuna Hospice continues to deliver a superior service to our patients, families, and
communities. The redefining of the organisational Strategic Plan with the addition of
specific health and safety and wellness objectives will enhance engagement in the
health and safety management system.

Priorities for the coming year will focus on: 

QUALITY

Concluded the implementation of Microsoft 365 to create improved access and
features as well as future-proofing our IT systems.
Following a successful Cohort 1 of our people leaders attending leadership training,
our Senior Leadership team as Cohort 2 also undertook this training to improve the
culture and performance of teams at Waipuna Hospice.
Introduced a calibration process as part of our recruitment to remove any recruiter
bias, creating more structured conversations and feedback for candidates.
Implemented virtual reality headset treatment for patients with benefits of pain, and
symptom and anxiety control. 

Our external certification audit in June 2023 and the corrective actions from this helped
prioritise areas we want to continue to improve in. We are proud of the quality initiatives
that have been implemented in the last 12 months and have led to improved outcomes
for our patients, whānau, and team. 

Our priorities for the year focus on strengthening our community relationships. We want
to engage more, co-design services, hear feedback, and continue making improvements.

Na te whakarongo me te titiro ka puta mai te korero.
Through looking and listening we gain wisdom.
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Our organisation is committed to ensuring patients and their families/whānau
receive the best service and care possible. We strive to achieve this across
every level of our organisation. Continuous quality improvement forms part of
our organisational culture.

We are pleased to endorse this Quality Account for Waipuna Hospice as
evidence of our commitment to high-quality services.

Kāhore taku toa I te toa takitahi, he toa takitini. 
We cannot succeed without the support of those around us.

VANESSA HAMM
Waipuna Hospice Inc Board Chair

RICHARD THURLOW
Chief Executive Officer

Closing Statement
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Ehara taku toa, he takitahi, he toa takitini

My success should not be bestowed onto me alone, as it was not
individual success but the success of a collective
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The Waipuna Hospice governing document is its board's constitution and
charter.
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Waipuna Hospice is there to support you but not
take over. They are there to care for you and your

loved one – always to respect your dignity and
give you choices. And as a support person, I really

felt that wraparound love, because I wasn’t just
sitting on the outside – they were including me.

ANNAMARIA
Sister of Waipuna Hospice patient 
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